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ABSTRACT

The impact of clouds and precipitation on the climate is a strong function of their spatial distribution and
microphysical properties, characteristics that depend, in turn, on the environments in which they form.
Simulating feedbacks between clouds, precipitation, and their surroundings therefore places an enormous
burden on the parameterized physics used in current climate models. This paper uses multisensor obser-
vations from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) to assess the representation of the response
of regional energy and water cycles in the tropical Pacific to the strong 1998 El Niño event in (Atmospheric
Model Intercomparison Project) AMIP-style simulations from the climate models that participated in the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC’s) most recent assessment report. The relationship
between model errors and uncertainties in their representation of the impacts of clouds and precipitation
on local energy budgets is also explored.

With the exception of cloud radiative impacts that are often overestimated in both regions, the responses
of atmospheric composition and heating to El Niño are generally captured in the east Pacific where the SST
forcing is locally direct. Many models fail, however, to correctly predict the magnitude of induced trends in
the west Pacific where the response depends more critically on accurate representation of the zonal atmo-
spheric circulation. As a result, a majority of the models examined do not reproduce the apparent westward
transport of energy in the equatorial Pacific during the 1998 El Niño event. Furthermore, the intermodel
variability in the responses of precipitation, total heating, and vertical motion is often larger than the
intrinsic ENSO signal itself, implying an inherent lack of predictive capability in the ensemble with regard
to the response of the mean zonal atmospheric circulation in the tropical Pacific to ENSO. While ENSO
does not necessarily provide a proxy for anthropogenic climate change, the results suggest that deficiencies
remain in the representation of relationships between radiation, clouds, and precipitation in current climate
models that cannot be ignored when interpreting their predictions of future climate.

1. Introduction

Regional differences in the character of clouds and
precipitation play a significant role in defining the gra-
dients of atmospheric heating that drive atmospheric
circulations. The response of the character of clouds
and precipitation to changes in their environment,
therefore, plays a significant role in determining the
impacts of global climate change. As a result, our ability
to model the climate system and its response to natural
and anthropogenic forcings requires a faithful represen-

tation of the complex interactions that exist between
radiation, clouds, and precipitation and their influence
on the large-scale energy balance and heat transport in
the atmosphere. Since the first Atmospheric Model In-
tercomparison Project (AMIP I), which was initiated in
1989 (Gates 1992), much effort has been devoted to the
problem of assessing parameterizations of these pro-
cesses in climate models. Early results from this project
indicated a number of notable errors in modeled fields
such as a distinct cold bias, particularly over land and in
polar regions (Boer et al. 1992; Mao and Robock 1998);
errors in modeling the diurnal cycle of clouds (Grois-
man et al. 2000) and their radiative impacts on the at-
mosphere (Allen et al. 2002) and at the surface (Klee-
man et al. 2001); varying degrees of difficulty in simu-
lating intraseasonal and annual cycles of precipitation,
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particularly in regions characterized by strong moisture
convergence (Srinivasan et al. 1995; Lau et al. 1996;
Sperber and Palmer 1996; Gadgil and Sajani 1998); and
an inability to predict the response of large-scale circu-
lations to sea surface temperature (SST) forcings
(Boyle 1998). Based on the ensemble of these and other
studies summarized in Gates et al. (1999), it was sug-
gested that flaws in the physical parameterizations em-
ployed by the models limited their utility for diagnosing
key aspects of climate change. Soden (2000), for ex-
ample, illustrates how differences between model and
observation lead to ambiguities in important climate
signals such as the response of the hydrologic cycle to
greenhouse gas warming.

The second phase of the AMIP project, denoted
AMIP-II and described in Glecker (1996), was com-
pleted in 2002 and demonstrated that many areas of
model deficiency had been improved in the subsequent
generation of GCMs. Kharin et al. (2005), for exam-
ple, find that many of the AMIP-II models generated
temperature extremes in good agreement with obser-
vations. Their results also suggest, however, that pre-
cipitation extremes are generally poorly represented,
particularly in the Tropics where the influence of con-
vective parameterizations dominates. The importance
of such errors was further emphasized in the study by
Fekete et al. (2004), who show that discrepancies be-
tween different monthly precipitation datasets includ-
ing estimates from AMIP-II can lead to significant er-
rors in hydrologic models of surface runoff.

Recently the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) has undertaken a new model intercom-
parison project to examine the performance of the lat-
est generation of GCMs in preparation for their Fourth
Assessment Report (AR4). The primary purpose of
this study is to generate an ensemble of predictions of
the future climate given a number of different scenarios
of increasing atmospheric CO2 concentrations. While it
is important to assess the similarities and differences
between distinct model realizations of these future cli-
mate scenarios, it is also critical to assess their response
to shorter-term natural variability in environmental
forcings using observations. This is the primary moti-
vation behind the AMIP-style prescribed SST model
integrations and forms the central focus of a number of
recent studies as well as the present work. Preliminary
results from the analysis of AMIP-style integrations
from these models suggests that model physics have
continued to improve in recent years. One notable ex-
ample is the recent study of Wild et al. (2006) that
chronicles the progress made in improving GCM rep-
resentation of clear-sky shortwave absorption from the
first AMIP simulations to the present. Overestimates of

surface shortwave fluxes relative to surface observa-
tions that exceeded 20 W m�2 in some of the original
AMIP models and averaged 4.5 W m�2 in the AMIP-II
integrations now average �2.5 W m�2 in the IPCC
AR4 datasets. A key question that remains, however, is
whether or not similar improvements have been made
in modeling cloudy atmospheres.

It can be argued that a complete diagnosis of the
physical processes at the root of discrepancies between
model and observation requires simultaneous analysis
of multiple components of the energy and water cycle
in order to constrain as many aspects of the cloud–
radiation–precipitation interaction as possible. Toward
this goal, this paper seeks to evaluate the representa-
tion of basic components that govern regional energy
and water cycles in the tropical Pacific in the IPCC
AR4 models using a suite of satellite products gener-
ated by the multisensor algorithm developed in
L’Ecuyer and Stephens (2003, hereafter Part I). The
analysis focuses on the period between January 1998
and December 1999 representing to the two years of
overlap between the AMIP model integrations and the
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satel-
lite from which the observational data derive. Analy-
sis of cloud–climate interactions during this period is
also of particular interest since it encompasses the tran-
sition of SSTs in the Pacific Ocean from the strong
1997/98 El Niño event to the subsequent 1999 La Niña,
eliciting a strong atmospheric response through associ-
ated changes in ocean–atmosphere energy transfer
(L’Ecuyer et al. 2006). While this period is shorter than
that analyzed in studies like that by Soden (2000) and is
currently limited to oceanic regions, it nevertheless pro-
vides a natural example of a short-term climate change
scenario in which clouds, precipitation, and regional en-
ergy budgets in the east and west Pacific are observed
to respond to the eastward migration of warm SSTs.
Furthermore, when compared with previous studies,
the datasets analyzed here consist of a more extensive
range of parameters including top-of-the-atmosphere
(TOA) and surface radiative fluxes, clouds, precipita-
tion, and geophysical parameters, such as SST and pre-
cipitable water all derived from the same platform,
each with rigorous estimates of their uncertainties.
These datasets provide a tighter constraint on model
physics than can be realized with more limited subsets
of parameters that often lack associated error esti-
mates.

Section 3 characterizes the sensitivities of regional
energy budgets in the tropical east and west Pacific to
the 1998 El Niño from the observational perspective
complete with a detailed discussion of associated un-
certainty characteristics. Similar model-derived esti-
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mates of atmospheric heating are compared to their
TRMM-based counterparts in section 4. Finally, section
5 probes the sources of discrepancies between model
and observation more deeply by examining the evolu-
tion of key geophysical parameters and atmospheric
heating in the tropical east and west Pacific over the
complete 1998/99 ENSO cycle. Particular emphasis is
placed on the impact of condensed water on atmo-
spheric heating through cloud radiative forcing and the
release of latent heat.

2. Datasets

a. Satellite products

The analysis that follows is based on products that
have been generated using the approach outlined in
Part I for estimating the spatial and temporal distribu-
tion of radiative fluxes and heating rates within the
tropical atmosphere from TRMM observations. The
technique, now known as the Hydrologic Cycle and
Earth Radiation Budget (HERB) algorithm, synthe-
sizes complementary ice cloud information from the
Visible and Infrared Scanner (VIRS; Cooper et al.
2003), liquid cloud information from the TRMM Mi-
crowave Imager (TMI; Greenwald et al. 1993), and pre-
cipitation information from the TMI-based Goddard
Profiling Algorithm (GPROF; Kummerow et al. 2000),
to establish the three-dimensional structure of clouds
and precipitation in the atmosphere. These fields are
supplemented with profiles of temperature and humid-
ity from European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) analyses, ocean surface properties
from Remote Sensing Systems (RSS), and a crude
model of the global distribution of aerosol optical prop-
erties from the Global Aerosol Climatology Project
(GACP) to obtain estimates of the primary factors that
influence the propagation of radiation through the at-
mosphere. This, in turn, serves as input to a broadband
radiative transfer model to compute upwelling and
downwelling longwave (LW) and shortwave (SW) ra-
diative flux profiles for each pixel. The model, known
as BUGSrad, accounts for the effects of scattering, ab-
sorption, and emission from four hydrometeor classes
that include cloud and precipitating modes of both liq-
uid and ice hydrometeors. Computed flux profiles are
subsequently used to derive principal components of
the radiation budget and their breakdown into clear-
sky and cloudy components. In the case of precipitating
pixels, a crude estimate of column-integrated latent
heating (LH) is also made assuming LH � �lL�R, where
�l is the density of liquid water, L� is the latent heat of
vaporization, and R is the retrieved surface rainfall rate.
This relationship is only justified on spatial and tempo-

ral scales large enough to represent the complete life
cycle of precipitating cloud systems, a good assumption
for the large regions and monthly averages considered
here.

After careful examination of all sources of error in
the approach, Part I concludes that monthly mean LW
fluxes at one-degree resolution are modeled to an ac-
curacy of 10 W m�2, with uncertainties dominated by
the lack of ice cloud vertical placement information in
the VIRS observations and errors in the vertical distri-
bution of water vapor, particularly in the upper tropo-
sphere. Uncertainties in corresponding SW fluxes are
on the order of 25 W m�2 and are dominated by errors
in the detection of low clouds and poorly constrained
liquid cloud microphysical properties. These estimates
are consistent with comparisons of outgoing LW and
SW flux estimates to observations from the Clouds and
the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) instru-
ment (Wielicki et al. 1996) that indicate root-mean-
square differences in monthly one-degree products of 8
and 21 W m�2, respectively. For more details concern-
ing the implementation of the HERB algorithm or the
origins of these uncertainty estimates the reader is re-
ferred to Part I.

This study focuses on the time period between 1
January 1998 through 31 December 1999. Three oce-
anic regions between 10°N and 10°S are considered: the
tropical west Pacific (TWP: 105°–150°E), tropical east
Pacific (TEP: 120°–90°W), and a larger equatorial Pa-
cific (EP) region that extends from 105°E to 90°W en-
compassing both of the smaller regions. The TRMM
1B01 VIRS calibrated radiance product supplies the
10.8- and 12-�m brightness temperatures (TB) used to
determine ice cloud properties, while low cloud retriev-
als make use of vertically and horizontally polarized TB

from the TMI 1B11 product. Liquid and ice water con-
tent profiles for precipitating systems are constrained
using the TMI-based 2A12 TMI profiling product. De-
tailed descriptions and access to each of these datasets
is provided by the Goddard Distributed Active Archive
Center (DAAC; http://daac.gsfc.nasa.gov/data/datapool/
TRMM/index.html). Vertical profiles of temperature
and specific humidity for each 0.25° pixel are interpo-
lated from 6-hourly, �0.5° analyses from ECMWF,
while SST and precipitable water (CWV) fields from
RSS are used to define the surface temperature and
constrain the total column water vapor in each profile.

Figure 1 presents the evolution of TRMM-derived
SST, CWV, high cloud fraction (HCF), and surface
rainfall averaged from 10°N to 10°S for the analysis
period. The transition from anomalously warm SSTs in
the east and central Pacific in early 1998 to anomalously
cool SSTs later in that year and throughout most of
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1999 associated with the evolution of the ENSO is
clearly evident. Also evident is a marked response in
each of the other three fields to these changes in SST.
CWV, for example, increases dramatically in the east
Pacific during the first five months of 1998. More inter-

esting is the substantial drying that occurs in the west
Pacific during this period despite the relatively small
decrease in SST in the region. This suggests that a pe-
riod of subsidence may have existed in the normally
vigorously convective west Pacific during the 1998 El

FIG. 1. The evolution of (a) SST, (b) precipitable water, (c) high cloud fraction, and (d) surface
rainfall averaged from 10°N to 10°S for January 1998–December 1999.
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Niño. Many of these features are also evident in HCF
and rainfall that, together, provide a proxy for the lo-
cation of convection in the region. An eastward shift in
convection clearly coincides with the eastward propa-
gation of warm SSTs. It should be noted that the fields
become progressively noisier in going from Fig. 1a to
Fig. 1d. The more variable nature of fields like HCF
and rainfall introduces an additional challenge when
attempting to analyze model output. As a result, while
an optimal strategy for evaluating model physics would
involve intercomparisons at the smallest scales that can
reasonably be resolved by both model and data, we are,
in practice, limited to a more statistically based analysis
of larger regions and longer integration periods. The
analysis that follows is restricted to time scales ranging
from monthly to annual and spatial scales 5 � 104 km2

and larger.

b. Models

Modeled geophysical parameters and radiative fluxes
employed in this study derive from the most recent
incarnation of a number of GCMs from the major in-
ternational modeling groups that participated in the
IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report. This set of model
output, which can be obtained from the Program for
Climate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison (PCMDI)
Web site (http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/), not only reflects
the latest advances in global climate models but also
constitutes the only widely available AMIP-style model
intercomparison that overlaps the TRMM observation
period. While 19 models had submitted data at the time
of writing (March 2006), the nature of the comparisons
that follow requires that the analysis be limited to those
models for which upwelling and downwelling LW and
SW fluxes at both the surface and TOA were available
for both clear and cloudy skies to establish complete
radiation budget estimates. A pared-down list of the
nine IPCC AR4 models that meet this requirement is

provided in Table 1 along with the institutions where
they were run, their spatial resolution, and references
providing a detailed description of each model. The
interested reader is directed to these references and the
PCMDI Web site (http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/) for fur-
ther information on the individual models analyzed.
Despite being restricted to half of the models that par-
ticipated in the IPCC AR4 intercomparisons, the data
represent the models in use at the leading centers from
seven different countries and thus provide a broad cross
section of the current “state of the art” in climate mod-
eling. It should be emphasized, however, that, while all
participating models have coupled oceans, the nature of
the forced-SST simulations analyzed here is such that
only the atmospheric component of the models is evalu-
ated. This has the advantage of ensuring that both
model and observational datasets correspond to atmo-
spheres that experience identical SST forcings and re-
moves the additional degree of complexity introduced
by variations in oceanic properties that cannot be ad-
equately addressed with the limited observational time
period examined here.

3. Observed regional energy budgets

The observed annual mean atmospheric energy bud-
get for all oceanic pixels sampled by TRMM during
1998 and 1999 in the equatorial Pacific region is sum-
marized in Fig. 2. Uncertainty estimates based on the
analysis of Part I are also provided. Since it is not pos-
sible to determine the fraction of these errors that can
be ascribed to random and systematic components, no
reduction of noise through spatial and temporal aver-
aging can be rigorously justified at this time: so the
estimates provide an upper bound on the uncertainties
in each quantity even though direct comparisons with
CERES observations suggest that TOA fluxes are
likely a factor of 2 more accurate than indicated. The

TABLE 1. Summary of the models examined, the centers where they are employed, and associated references [adapted from Wild et
al. (2006) and online documentation found at http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/]. Note that, while these are all coupled ocean–atmosphere
models, the data analyzed here derive solely from their atmospheric components.

Model Center Reference

CNRM Centre National de Recherches Meteorologiques, France Deque et al. (1994)
ECHAM5 Max-Planck-Institut für Meteorologie, Germany Roeckner (2003)
INM CM3 Institute for Numerical Mathematics, Russia Galin et al. (2003)
IPSL CM4 Institut Pierre Simon Laplace, France Marti et al. (2005)
MIROC-m Center for Climate System Research, Japan Hasumi and Emori (2004)
MIROC-h Center for Climate System Research, Japan Hasumi and Emori (2004)
CCSM3 National Center for Atmospheric Research, United States Collins et al. (2006)
UKMO Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research, United Kingdom Gordon et al. (2000)
CGCM2 Canadian Centre for Climate Modeling and Analysis, Canada Flato (2005)
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observations suggest that the combined albedo of the
atmosphere, clouds, and surface is 19% and a total
atmospheric absorption of 19% leaving 62% of the
416 W m�2 incident at the top of the atmosphere to be
absorbed at the ocean surface. At thermal wavelengths
the atmosphere loses 207 W m�2, 116 W m�2 of which
is balanced by latent heat release in the atmosphere.
When combined, these observations suggest that the
atmosphere in the region is in approximate thermal bal-
ance experiencing only a small deficit of 12 W m�2 that
falls within the uncertainties of the products.

Implicit in Fig. 2 is the strong dependence of all quan-
tities on the distribution of water between the atmo-
spheric reservoirs of ice, liquid, and vapor. Beyond the
obvious connection through latent heat released in
phase changes, clouds arguably exert the strongest tran-
sient influence on radiative heating, increasing the
planetary albedo and enhancing the absorption of SW
radiation as well as trapping thermal radiation emitted
from the surface. Of equal importance to the problem
of modeling climate change are the reciprocal impacts
of atmospheric diabatic heating on the generation and
characteristics of new cloud and precipitation systems
through its influence on local atmospheric dynamics.
These impacts have been the focus of numerous studies
on scales ranging from those of individual mesoscale

convective systems (e.g., Houze 1982, 1989; Mapes and
Houze 1995), intraseasonal oscillations (e.g., Lau and
Peng 1987; Lee et al. 2001), and the strength of the
Hadley circulation (e.g., Slingo and Slingo 1988, 1991)
and Walker circulation (e.g., Hartmann et al. 1984;
Sherwood et al. 1994). The common conclusion to be
drawn from these studies is the importance of accu-
rately representing the factors that govern the mutual
interactions between the atmospheric energy and water
cycles in order to reliably represent the real-world be-
havior of most atmospheric processes.

Opportunities to create a complete observationally
based representation of the large-scale atmospheric wa-
ter budget from a single source have been limited, in
part due to a lack of overlap between rainfall, cloud,
and water vapor remote sensing within the satellite
community. The instruments aboard the TRMM satel-
lite, in combination with the HERB approach, not only
make it possible to estimate all aspects of regional wa-
ter cycles but also to provide rigorous estimates of the
uncertainties in each individual component. A sche-
matic representation of the distribution of water among
its primary atmospheric reservoirs observed by TRMM
over the same region and time period is presented in
Fig. 3. Also identified are the primary pathways for
exchanges between these reservoirs. Ice and liquid wa-

FIG. 2. Principal components of the atmospheric energy budget over oceanic regions be-
tween 10°N and 10°S, 105°E and 90°W averaged over the period from January 1998 through
December 1999. All fluxes have been normalized by the mean solar insolation at TOA: 416
W m�2. Quoted uncertainties provide a maximum bound on the errors in each quantity based
on the analysis conducted in Part I.
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ter masses are integrated from the three cloud and pre-
cipitation algorithms described in Part I, the total mass
of atmospheric water vapor is computed from RSS total
precipitable water estimates, and its vertical distribu-
tion is determined from ECMWF analyses. The accom-
panying uncertainty estimates arise from rigorous
analyses of the various algorithms and models from
which each quantity derives: the interested reader is
directed to the references listed in the figure caption for
more details. Again, due to the lack of information re-
garding their breakdown into random and systematic
components, the quoted error estimates should be
viewed as upper bounds on potential errors in each
product. The large magnitudes of these error estimates
emphasize that our ability to quantify the atmospheric
water reservoirs remains rather crude, particularly
when it comes to ice and upper-tropospheric water va-
por.

Water vapor makes up 99.5% of the water found in
the atmosphere with 94% of that residing below 500
mb. The remaining atmospheric water exists as liquid
water and ice, with precipitating hydrometeors ac-

counting for more than 10 times the mass of nonprec-
ipitating liquid cloud droplets and ice particles. Despite
accounting for less than half a percent of the atmo-
spheric branch of the hydrologic cycle, however, water
in its liquid and solid phases plays a crucial role in the
energetics of the atmosphere. This is illustrated in
Table 2, where the energy budget depicted in Fig. 2 is
decomposed into components owing to precipitating,
nonprecipitating cloudy, and clear-sky regions. The col-
umns in Table 2 provide insight into the energy budgets
of each type of pixel. Percentages that are larger
(smaller) than the pixel fractions in the top row are
indicative of flux components that are enhanced (re-
duced) in a particular hydrologic category relative to
the mean state. Absorption and reflection of SW radia-
tion, for example, are enhanced in clouds and precipi-
tation, and a majority of the solar radiation that reaches
the surface does so in clear-sky regions. Outgoing LW
radiation (OLR) is reduced in all cloudy regions, but
more so for nonprecipitating clouds, resulting in a sig-
nificant reduction in atmospheric cooling. Finally, note
that the release of latent heat is constrained to occur in

FIG. 3. Primary reservoirs in the hydrologic cycle over the tropical oceans for 1998. All water
masses are in 1012 kg. The lower troposphere is defined to extend from the surface to 500 mb,
the upper troposphere from 500 to 200 mb, and the stratosphere above 200 mb. Arrows
between reservoirs represent dominant pathways for exchange between them: evaporation
(E), transport (T), condensation (C), deposition (D), sublimation (S), melting (M), freezing
(F), aggregation (A), collision and coalescence (CC), and precipitation (P). Uncertainty es-
timates for precipitating liquid and ice derive from the analysis presented in L’Ecuyer and
Stephens (2002). Those for cloud liquid and ice are from Greenwald et al. (1993) and Cooper
et al. (2003), respectively. Uncertainties in ECMWF water vapor are adapted from Eyre
(1990) and Eyre et al. (1993).
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precipitating cloud systems since clouds that never pre-
cipitate eventually evaporate, ultimately canceling the
latent heat released during their formation. Longwave
radiative cooling, on the other hand, is maximum in
clear-sky regions, implying that, while LH release may
act to balance radiative cooling in an average sense,
there are large imbalances on regional scales that have
important implications for large-scale atmospheric dy-
namics.

Given the relatively short-term nature of the prod-
ucts analyzed here, deeper insights into fundamental
connections between the energy and water cycles re-
quire the analysis of smaller regions and shorter time
periods where signals are larger and can be more easily
distinguished from noise in the observations and mod-
els. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, where heat budgets
consisting of latent heating, shortwave radiative heat-
ing, and longwave radiative cooling are presented for
the three regions defined above for the months of Feb-
ruary 1998, representative of strong El Niño conditions,
and February 1999, which corresponds to the subse-
quent weaker La Niña conditions that prevailed for
much of 1999. Clearly the higher SSTs during El Niño
lead to a net increase in the mean precipitation across
the entire EP. As a result, the atmospheric energy bal-
ance that is realized over the full 2-yr period in fact
results from a cancellation of a net heating that occurs
during the El Niño and a cooling that occurs during La
Niña periods.

The magnitude of the atmospheric response to
ENSO is even larger when the TEP and TWP regions
are examined separately. Variability in cloud radiative
and latent heating between the two periods is more

than twice as large over these smaller regions than the
EP as a whole. During February 1999, and during other
periods characterized by average SST gradients across
the Pacific, the atmosphere in the TWP is dominated by
latent heat release that is more than twice as strong as
the net radiative cooling in the region, creating a sur-
plus heating of �0.7 K day�1 across the region. Con-
versely, the east Pacific loses energy at a rate of �0.65
K day�1 due to the predominance of radiative cooling
and a lack of compensating latent heat release in pre-
cipitation. Thus, in a normal year, energy must be trans-
ported eastward out of the TWP, driving the zonal
Walker circulation. When warmer SSTs propagate east-
ward with the onset of an El Niño event, however, the
character of these regions changes dramatically, as il-
lustrated by the left-most pair of heat budgets in Fig. 4.
Warmer SSTs drive enhanced convection in the east
Pacific apparently at the expense of that in the west.
The resulting enhanced latent heat release coupled with
reduced longwave radiative cooling that accompanies
the associated high cirrus anvils leads to a net heating in
the TEP region of almost 0.8 K day�1, while the TWP
cools at a rate of 0.7 K day�1. The need to establish
energy balance in these regions has the appearance of a
circulation in the opposite direction that acts to sup-
press convection and in the TWP. This is, in fact, con-
sistent with the large region of dry air in the TWP (Fig.
1) that is indicative of drying by subsidence in the re-
gion. While a qualitative understanding of the connec-
tion between ENSO and the Walker circulation was
provided as early as the works of Bjerknes (1969),
Cornejo-Garrido and Stone (1977), and Julian and
Chervin (1978), quantitative estimates of the magni-
tudes of radiative and latent heating on temporal and
spatial scales large enough to be comparable to those
characteristic of climate models have only become pos-
sible in the satellite era due to multisensor products like
those from the HERB algorithm. With the results pre-
sented thus far as a backdrop, the remainder of this
paper will assess the representativeness of the IPCC
AR4 climate models in the context of the conceptual
models of the energy and water cycles depicted in Figs.
2 and 3.

4. Modeled heat budgets

Two-year mean radiative fluxes over the EP region
extracted from the nine IPCC AR4 models and those
from the TRMM observational dataset are compared in
Table 3. Longwave fluxes are generally well repre-
sented by all models with differences on the order of
10 W m�2, comparable in magnitude to the accuracy of
the observations. As a result, all datasets predict long-

TABLE 2. Decomposition of the fluxes presented in Fig. 2 into
three hydrologic categories: precipitating pixels (rain), nonpre-
cipitating cloudy pixels (cloud), and clear-sky pixels (clear). The
fraction of pixels that falls into each category is given in the top
row. In subsequent rows, fluxes in the first column are expressed
as percentages of the mean solar insolation at the top of the
atmosphere, 416 W m�2, while remaining columns provide the
percentage of the total attributed to each pixel type.

Flux Interpretation Total Rain Cloud Clear

f Pixel fraction 100 15 19 66

F↓
SW, TOA Incoming SW 100 15 16 69

F↑
SW, TOA Outgoing SW 19 19 31 50

�FSW SW absorption 19 17 17 66

F↓
SW, SFC Downward SW at SFC 70 13 11 75

F↑
LW, SFC Surface emission 110 15 19 66

F↓
LW, SFC Downward LW at SFC 98 16 20 65

�FLW LW deficit �50 15 16 70

F↑
LW, TOA Outgoing LW 62 14 15 71

LH Latent heat 28 100 0 0
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wave radiative cooling in the region consistent to within
	5% of 1.6 K day�1 and there is no evidence of any
uniform bias on either side of the observations. Con-
versely, modeled latent heat release in the atmosphere,
derived from surface rainfall estimates in a manner con-
sistent with that adopted in the HERB algorithm (sec-
tion 2), is systematically higher than observed. The
L’Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace Coupled Model ver-
sion 4 (IPSL CM4) and Coupled General Circulation

Model version 2 (CGCM2) provide the closest match to
observations, yielding estimates within 10% of the
TRMM observations, while the Model for Interdiscipli-
nary Research on Climate (MIROC) models overesti-
mate latent heating by �25%. These differences are,
however, only slightly larger than those that arise when
version-5 monthly rainfall datasets from the TMI and
Precipitation Radar (PR) instruments aboard TRMM
(3A12 and 3A25, respectively) are compared for the

TABLE 3. Mean observed and modeled values of the principal radiative and latent heat fluxes over the equatorial Pacific region
averaged over the period from January 1998 to December 1999. As in Fig. 1, all fluxes are normalized to the mean solar insolation at
TOA: 416 W m�2.

Source F↓
SW, TOA F↑

SW, TOA �FSW F↓
SW, SFC F↑

LW, SFC F↓
LW, SFC �FLW F↑

LW, TOA LH

TRMM 100 19 19 70 111 98 �50 62 28
CNRM 100 27 24 52 112 100 �49 61 35
ECHAM5 100 23 22 60 112 100 �48 60 34
INM CM3 100 21 23 61 112 100 �47 59 33
IPSL CM4 100 23 21 61 112 97 �46 61 29
MIROC-h 100 24 24 54 112 98 �46 59 36
MIROC-m 100 28 25 49 112 100 �45 58 36
CCSM3 100 25 23 54 112 101 �48 59 32
UKMO 100 20 14 62 112 99 �51 64 33
CGCM2 100 25 23 58 112 100 �48 60 31

FIG. 4. Atmospheric heat budgets during February 1998 and February 1999 for the full equatorial
Pacific and smaller east and west Pacific regions. For each region and each month the left-most bar
(purple) indicates the contribution of latent heating, the middle bar presents the contributions of clear-
sky, nonprecipitating cloudy, and precipitating pixels to the total shortwave radiative heating (warm
colors) and longwave radiative cooling (cool colors), and the bar on the right (green) presents the net
heating or cooling in the region due to the sum of all of these contributions.
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same region. The results, therefore, indicate that the
nine GCMs examined reproduce the mean longwave
fluxes and atmospheric latent heat release in the EP
region to within the accuracy of the TRMM observa-
tions.

Discrepancies in modeled and observed SW fluxes
are more significant. Models predict both a brighter
atmosphere, indicated by larger mean outgoing SW
radiation (OSR) and, with the exception of the Met
Office (UKMO) model, a more absorbing atmosphere
than the observations indicate. In most cases, the dif-
ferences in observed and simulated atmospheric ab-
sorption are �10–15 W m�2, within the uncertainty
estimates of HERB products. With the exception of
the Centre National de Recherches Météorologiques
(CNRM) and MIROC models, discrepancies in OSR
are similar within observational error bounds, but the
fact that modeled atmospheres both reflect and absorb
more solar radiation than the observations leads to sig-
nificant discrepancies in the total downwelling SW ra-
diation at the surface (SSR) that range from 32 to 80 W
m�2. The results also imply that the models themselves
exhibit disparities of almost 50 W m�2 in their estimates
of the solar radiation reaching the earth’s surface. The
source of these discrepancies can almost undoubtedly
be traced to challenges in modeling the propagation of
SW radiation in cloudy atmospheres. Given the sensi-
tivity of cloud albedo to their spatial distribution, three-
dimensional structure, and ice crystal shape coupled
with the fact that this region is characterized by large
concentrations of high clouds associated with deep con-
vection, it is not surprising that the SSR is the most
poorly characterized flux in the IPCC AR4 GCMs. It
is also important to note that the myriad of assump-
tions required in modeling SSR also likely result in
large uncertainties in satellite-derived SSR. It will be
demonstrated below, however, that some models ap-
pear to generate more clouds than observed in the in-
dependent International Satellite Cloud Climatology
Project (ISCCP) dataset supporting the assertion that
modeled atmospheres may absorb and, especially, re-
flect too much SW radiation.

The primary drawback to analyzing large regions and
long time periods is the natural tendency for uncertain-
ties in regions with different large-scale dynamics to
cancel one another. This is particularly true in the equa-
torial Pacific, which encompasses both ascending and
descending branches of the Walker circulation. Far
greater insights into model performance can be gleaned
when the EP region is decomposed into the smaller
TWP and TEP regions and when El Niño periods are
distinguished from those characterized by La Niña con-
ditions. Figure 5 presents atmospheric heat budgets in

the TWP and TEP regions from the IPCC AR4 models
and TRMM observations, focusing again on the months
of February 1998 and 1999. Each panel presents LW
cooling, latent heating, and SW heating in the form of
bars along with a corresponding estimate of the net
heating resulting from the sum of these components in
parentheses at the base of the plot. Corresponding geo-
physical parameters are summarized in Tables 4 and 5
for the TWP and TEP regions, respectively.

Despite the differences in SW fluxes noted above,
Fig. 5 clearly indicates that differences in net heating
are primarily driven by variations in the imbalances in
LW cooling and latent heating estimates among mod-
els. There is a general consensus among models and the
TRMM products that the TEP region evolves from one
characterized by strong net cooling in normal years to
one with strong net heating during the 1998 El Niño.
More than half of the models simulate net heating rates
in February 1998 that are within 20% of the observed
0.74 K day�1, within the error bars on the TRMM data.
From Table 5, these models also generally agree that
the subsidence generally characteristic of the TEP is
replaced with weak large-scale ascent during the El
Niño period. In addition, precipitable water increases
by �20% and surface rainfall generally increases by a
factor of 2 or 3. There are, however, notable exceptions
such as the IPSL CM4 and CGCM2 models that signifi-
cantly underestimate the increase in east Pacific rainfall
during El Niño, leading to dramatically lower estimates
of net atmospheric heating in the region.

These examples aside, there is much better consensus
between the IPCC AR4 GCMs and the TRMM obser-
vations in the TEP than in the TWP where models
exhibit widely varying responses to El Niño. The
TRMM products predict a significant decrease in la-
tent heat release by precipitation and enhanced LW
cooling during February 1998, resulting in a reversal
of heating that mirrors that observed in the TEP. Of the
nine models examined, however, only the UKMO,
ECHAM5, and MIROC-m models simulate the ob-
served cooling in the TWP during El Niño, and of these
only the first two are of an appropriate magnitude. All
others maintain a heating in the TWP ranging from 0.5
to 1.0 K day�1. Interestingly, with the exception of
IPSL CM4, model-derived LW radiative cooling rates
are all within �20% of that observed. Similarly, with
the exception of the UKMO model, atmospheric SW
heating estimates span a range of only �25% about the
HERB products. The vast majority of the differences in
net heating can, therefore, be traced to variations in the
latent heat release owing to significant differences in
the modeled response of precipitation to El Niño,
which varies by more than a factor of 4 between the
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driest and wettest models. These large discrepancies
are consistent with differences in large-scale vertical
motion among models. While all models reduce the
magnitude of large-scale ascent in the TWP during
the El Niño relative to La Niña conditions, only the
MIROC-m and UKMO models actually generate sub-
sidence in the region, which may be expected given the
observed drying illustrated in Fig. 1. Under conditions
of stronger east–west SST gradients, such as in Febru-
ary 1999, most models exhibit much better agreement
with observed precipitation amounts and, therefore,
net heating although there is once again a tendency for
the models to generate too much precipitation in the
region relative to TRMM observations. Unlike the El
Niño period, there is also better consistency in model-
simulated large-scale ascent in the TWP during Febru-
ary 1999.

Based on these results it is reasonable to conclude
that a majority of the GCMs studied generally repre-

sent atmospheric properties and heating in both regions
during periods of large east–west SST gradients char-
acteristic of normal or La Niña conditions. The atmo-
spheric response to the eastward propagation of warm
SSTs associated with El Niño, however, is found to be
more challenging. Although there are some exceptions,
many models perform reasonably well in the TEP re-
gion where the influence of El Niño on local SST is
largest, but there is a general failure to achieve consen-
sus in the TWP region where the impacts of El Niño are
manifested more indirectly through changes in the
large-scale circulation across the Pacific. In fact the
magnitude of the differences in modeled precipitation
and heating in the TWP in February 1998 are compa-
rable to the observed heating changes between 1998
and 1999, suggesting a fundamental lack of model skill
in simulating changes in these parameters. Put another
way, the ratio of signal to intermodel “noise” is �1,
implying that the ensemble provides no information re-

FIG. 5. Observed and modeled heat budgets for the TWP and TEP regions during February 1998 and February 1999. Net
atmospheric heating estimates from the sum of all three components are provided in parentheses across the base of each plot.
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garding the response of heating and precipitation in the
TWP to El Niño.

5. Observed and modeled relationships between
radiation, hydrology, and the local environment

While these two monthly “snapshots” provide signifi-
cant insight into the performance of the IPCC AR4
GCMs, it is also of interest to examine the evolution of
local atmospheric dynamic and thermodynamic prop-
erties over the complete ENSO cycle. To this end, this
section analyzes data from the full 24-month dataset are
used to provide a more rigorous comparison of ob-
served and modeled relationships between atmospheric
radiative heating, large-scale atmospheric properties,
and the 1998–99 El Niño–La Niña cycle.

a. Temporal evolution of radiative fluxes and
geophysical parameters

Time series of several geophysical parameters in the
TEP and TWP regions for the period from January
1998 through December 1999 are presented in Fig. 6,
illustrating their evolution across a more or less com-
plete ENSO cycle. To facilitate comparisons of trends,
the 2-yr mean value of each parameter has been ex-
tracted and summarized in the legend at the right of

each panel. The top panels demonstrate that the mod-
eled and observed SST variations are nearly identical.
The small differences (
0.5 K) between the model en-
semble and TRMM dataset reflect sampling and meth-
odology differences between the TRMM-based SST es-
timates from RSS (Wentz 1997) used in HERB and the
Reynolds SSTs (Reynolds and Smith 1994) that con-
strain the models throughout the integrations analyzed
here. With the exception of surface wind speed, which
varies widely among models in both regions, there is
generally much better agreement between models and
observations in both the 2-yr means and trends of at-
mospheric properties in the TEP region where SST
variability is largest. Mean precipitable water, for ex-
ample, varies by less than 10% between models and
measurements, and all sources agree that the TEP was
more moist during the 1998 El Niño event than during
other periods. Models and observations also agree that
rainfall increased in the TEP region during the period
of elevated SSTs in the region, although many models
underestimate the magnitude of this increase relative to
the TRMM observations. Finally, based on the vertical
velocity at 500 mb, there is a general consensus among
models that the region is characterized by large-scale
ascent during the 1998 El Niño and subsidence at other
times. It is, however, important to note that there is
significantly more intermodel variability in both pre-
cipitation and �500, reflecting the more indirect impact
of SST on these quantities.

TABLE 5. As in Table 4, but for the TEP region.

Source
SST
(K)

CWV
(kg m�2)

R
(mm d�1)

Vsfc

(m s�1)
�500

(Pa s�1)

Feb 1998
TRMM 301.9 50.2 7.9 5.8 n/a
CNRM 301.4 52.7 7.0 4.5 �0.0152
ECHAM5 302.0 58.6 8.4 2.8 n/a
INM CM3 301.9 48.2 7.2 6.7 �0.0268
IPSL CM4 301.9 52.2 4.6 3.4 �0.0783
MIROC-h 301.8 49.5 6.7 3.0 �0.0318
MIROC-m 301.8 50.7 5.6 3.4 �0.0180
CCSM3 301.9 53.2 7.0 n/a �0.0305
UKMO 301.8 n/a 6.9 2.8 �0.0233
CGCM2 301.8 50.6 4.7 2.9 �0.0132

Feb 1999
TRMM 299.5 42.3 2.1 3.6 n/a
CNRM 299.6 35.8 3.4 3.9 0.0215
ECHAM5 299.4 45.4 3.0 3.0 n/a
INM CM3 299.2 37.2 2.2 6.1 0.0210
IPSL CM4 299.5 40.4 2.0 3.0 0.0217
MIROC-h 299.4 41.8 3.6 2.5 �0.0010
MIROC-m 299.5 44.0 3.6 3.6 0.0022
CCSM3 299.5 44.5 3.0 n/a 0.0188
UKMO 299.5 n/a 2.4 4.6 0.0293
CGCM2 299.5 40.4 2.5 1.8 0.0147

TABLE 4. Mean values of a number of geophysical parameters
in the TWP region during February 1998 and 1999. Note that
vertical motions at 500 mb, represented by �500, are reported in
pascals per second.

Source
SST
(K)

CWV
(kg m�2)

R
(mm d�1)

Vsfc

(m s�1)
�500

(Pa s�1)

Feb 1998
TRMM 301.4 42.9 2.2 6.2 n/a
CNRM 301.5 51.9 6.1 3.7 �0.0081
ECHAM5 301.9 47.5 2.1 4.0 n/a
INM CM3 301.5 43.6 6.7 7.2 �0.0202
IPSL CM4 301.8 53.0 5.2 3.9 �0.0233
MIROC-h 301.4 46.7 6.8 3.0 �0.0335
MIROC-m 301.7 43.9 3.5 3.4 0.0032
CCSM3 301.6 49.7 5.5 n/a �0.0185
UKMO 302.0 n/a 3.9 4.0 0.0048
CGCM2 301.7 46.9 5.9 3.4 �0.0255

Feb 1999
TRMM 302.0 50.0 7.0 4.9 n/a
CNRM 301.7 58.2 7.5 2.2 �0.0307
ECHAM5 302.1 56.2 10.7 2.9 n/a
INM CM3 301.9 48.5 8.2 5.0 �0.0448
IPSL CM4 302.0 49.1 7.0 3.6 �0.0490
MIROC-h 301.8 47.3 7.6 2.1 �0.0540
MIROC-m 301.8 58.6 8.1 2.4 �0.0527
CCSM3 301.9 53.5 9.7 n/a �0.0643
UKMO 302.1 n/a 8.3 3.1 �0.0420
CGCM2 301.9 49.8 8.6 2.8 �0.0603
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Agreement between models and observations is far
less convincing in the TWP region. Despite very similar
SSTs, mean precipitable water over the period varies by
more than 25% among models, while mean rainfall es-
timates span a range of 40%. There is also a lack of
consensus among models regarding the trends in many
parameters, and few capture the variability manifested
in the TRMM observations. The Institute for Numeri-
cal Mathematics Climate Model version 3 (INM CM3)
and IPSL CM4, for example, indicate very little change
in rainfall during El Niño, while the CNRM and me-
dium-resolution MIROC models predict decreases of
more than 50%, in better agreement with observations.
A very similar conclusion was reached by Lau et al.
(1996) who note that intermodel precipitation variabil-
ity is extremely large in regions that they term to be in
strong dynamical control like the TWP. The fact that
their findings grew out of the first AMIP model inte-
grations suggests that, two generations later, GCMs
continue to exhibit similar problems to those in use
more than a decade ago, although there is evidence that
agreement among models has improved outside the
1998 El Niño period. It is also worth noting that only
the CNRM and ECHAM5 models capture the ob-
served drying in the TWP in the first few months of
1998. All other models predict that precipitable water
remains constant, perhaps an artifact of the very small
SST variations throughout the period.

Of the five fields plotted, �500 is clearly the most
variable among models. Two-year means vary by as
much as 40%, while trends vary across a wide spectrum
of amplitudes. The INM CM4, for example, indicates
only a very slight decrease in large-scale ascent in the
TWP during the 1998 El Niño while the MIROC-m and
CNRM models predict anomalies large enough to in-
duce weak subsidence in the early months of the time
series. Noting that these models also reproduce ob-
served trends in other fields, this suggests that it is more
likely that a regime of weak subsidence prevailed in the
TWP region during the first few months of 1998, con-
sistent with the findings of Allen et al. (2002).

Following Stephens and Greenwald (1991), we char-
acterize the LW radiative impact of clouds on their
environment by their modification of the atmospheric
greenhouse parameter, G, defined as the ratio of sur-
face emitted LW flux to that emitted to space:

Gcld �
�Ts

4

�FLW,TOA
↑ all sky

�
�Ts

4

�FLW,TOA
↑ clear sky

, �1

where � is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant and Ts rep-
resents surface temperature. Similarly, cloud SW im-
pacts are measured by their modification of the albedo

parameter, �, which is the difference between the out-
going SW radiaition at the TOA between the all-sky
conditions that are observed and an equivalent pixel
with all clouds and precipitation removed, normalized
by solar insolation.

In addition to these parameters that isolate the LW
and SW effects of clouds, it is also useful to examine the
relative strength of these two effects. To this end, we
also analyze the ratio of cloud impacts on TOA SW to
LW fluxes, N, which has the benefit that values greater
than (less than) unity are indicative of a net cooling
(heating) effect in the atmosphere. This ratio, intro-
duced by Kiehl (1994), who noted a near cancellation of
cloud LW and SW impacts across large regions of the
tropical Pacific, and later used by Cess et al. (2001) and
Allen et al. (2002) to explore the response of cloud
radiative impacts in the TWP to ENSO, can be defined
in terms of the flux variables in Table 2 as

N � �1 �
�FSW,TOA

↑ clear sky � �FSW,TOA
↑ all sky

�FLW,TOA
↑ clear sky � �FLW,TOA

↑ all sky

. �2

As opposed to Gcld and �cld, which are sensitive to high
clouds and total cloudiness, respectively, N provides a
direct measure of the relative fractions of low and high
clouds in a region. This is illustrated in Fig. 7, where N
is presented as a function of high and low cloud frac-
tion. When shallower cloud systems prevail, the region
will exhibit substantially more SW cooling than LW
heating while an atmosphere containing a larger frac-
tion of deep systems will trap an amount of LW radia-
tion that is approximately equal to the SW radiation it
reflects. In the context of global climate change, the
sensitivity of N to changes in the environment is, in
some sense, the critical response that determines

FIG. 7. Relationship between TOA cloud forcing ratio, N, and
high and low cloud fraction from two years of TRMM observa-
tions for all oceanic pixels between 40°S and 40°N.
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whether or not the global cloud radiative feedback is
positive or negative.

Together N, Gcld, and �cld provide sufficiently strong
constraints to rigorously evaluate the representation of
clouds and their radiative impacts in the IPCC AR4
GCMs. The evolution of each over 1998 and 1999 is
presented in Fig. 8 for both the TWP and TEP. Focus-
ing first on the average values of each parameter that is
summarized on the right-hand side of each plot, there is
a significant amount of intermodel variability in the
mean cloud radiative effects in each region. Two-year
mean values of N, for example, vary by �40% in the
TWP and a factor of 2 in the TEP region, indicating
significant differences in the relative frequency of high
and low clouds among models. Furthermore, based on
the mean values of G and �, many models overestimate
both LW and SW radiative impacts of clouds on their
environment relative to observations. This suggests that
either the number of clouds or their optical properties
is misrepresented in the GCMs.

To narrow down the source of these discrepancies,
modeled cloud fractions are compared to those quoted
in the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project
(ISCCP) monthly cloud amount dataset for both re-
gions in Fig. 9 [see Rossow and Schiffer (1991, 1999) for
an overview of the ISCCP dataset]. In the TWP, most
models either overestimate or underestimate mean
cloud cover by at least 10% and as much as 17%. Only
the Community Climate System Model version 3
(CCSM3) predicts similar mean cloudiness in the re-
gion. Models tend to simulate mean cloudiness in better
agreement with ISCCP in the TEP region, although the
CNRM and INM CM3 models still indicate �15%–
20% more cloud cover than observed. Notice also that
2-yr mean cloud fraction varies between models by as
much as 30%. The predicted sensitivity of cloud cover
to ENSO is equally variable between models, although
they generally agree with observations that there is a
reduction (increase) in cloudiness in the TWP (TEP)
during El Niño consistent with the observations. The
amplitude of ENSO-related variability in TEP cloud
cover is, for example, �16% in the CCSM3 model,
while cloud amounts vary by more than 40% in both
the CNRM and INM CM4 models. In the TWP, there
are also significant differences in the timing of peaks in
cloudiness. The CNRM model returns to “normal”
cloud cover conditions in June 1998, almost immedi-
ately upon the termination of El Niño, while many oth-
ers, such as MIROC and CCSM3, exhibit below-
average cloudiness until December or January, in much
better agreement with ISCCP. As might be expected,
these differences also lead to discrepancies in the mod-
eled response in cloud radiative impacts to ENSO.

Very few models, for example, capture the observed
increase in N in the TWP during the 1998 El Niño.

Figure 8 also provides strong evidence that models
disagree on the partitioning of total cloud cover into
high and low clouds. Consider, for example, the INM
CM3, which predicts some of the largest cloud fraction
anomalies in the TEP region among the ensemble. This
model also predicts the largest ENSO signal in Gcld and
�cld but small changes in N relative to the others. This
suggests that the relative frequency of occurrence of
high and low clouds in the INM CM3 is not very sen-
sitive to ENSO. Conversely, the CCSM3 generates the
smallest signals in cloud amount, impact on G, and im-
pact on �, but some of the largest variability in N, im-
plying a significant shift from high clouds during the
warm SST period in early 1998 to predominantly low
clouds later that year. When compared with the TRMM
observations, which lie somewhere between these ex-
tremes, these results indicate that, in addition to errors
in total cloud cover, it is also likely that the vertical
placement and optical properties of modeled clouds are
misrepresented in many models.

b. Statistical relationships

To more directly emphasize sensitivities to changes
in SST conditions associated with ENSO, in Figs. 10
and 11 the relationships are explored between surface
rainfall, cloud radiative effects, and the SST gradient
between the TWP and TEP regions, � � SSTTWP �
SSTTEP, which serves as a proxy for the ENSO phase.
Large values of � correspond to La Niña conditions,
while small or negative values represent El Niño events
in the tropical Pacific. For reference, a SST gradient of
� �4 K is typical of average conditions in the Pacific. A
subset of original models is isolated so as to span the
range of model behavior while limiting unnecessary
clutter in each panel.

Qualitative comparison of the results indicates that,
while there is scatter in all fields in both regions, rela-
tionships are generally better defined and exhibit better
agreement among the various sources of information in
the TEP than in the TWP. The four models shown and
the TRMM observations all indicate significant in-
creases in precipitation and Gcld in the TEP under SST
gradients typical of El Niño conditions. Cloud impact
on albedo is generally invariant with � but the magni-
tude varies by a factor of 3 between the models shown,
with the INM CM3 predicting the smallest �cld in better
agreement with the TRMM observations and the
CNRM model indicating the largest. The ratio of cloud
SW and LW impacts, N, generally increases with in-
creasing �, consistent with the expected reduction in
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high cloudiness associated with the subsidence typically
observed during periods of normal east–west SST gra-
dients. However, while all sources agree that N � 1
during El Niño, the rate of increase with increasing �
varies, suggesting inconsistencies in the response of the
vertical organization of clouds between models.

In the TWP, TRMM observations indicate a marked
increase in N during the four months of small east–west
SST gradients. Of the four models shown, however,
only the CNRM model appears to capture a similar
trend, although it also predicts much larger N at all �
than is observed by TRMM. Relationships between
other parameters are equally uncertain among the
models. TWP rainfall, for example, is observed to in-
crease with increasing �. This trend is captured to vary-
ing degrees in three of the models, but the INM CM3
predicts an opposite trend entirely. These observations
are quantified in Table 6 where the parameters of linear
fits of the form y � a � b� are summarized for rainfall
and cloud impact on the greenhouse parameter. These
fits, also displayed in Figs. 10 and 11, are not intended
to imply that the underlying physical relationship be-
tween variables is necessarily linear, but rather to pro-

vide a tool for quantifying similarities and differences
between observed relationships and those predicted by
the models. In most cases the deviation from linearity in
the data is significantly smaller than differences be-
tween datasets, allowing conclusions to be drawn with-
out adopting more complicated nonlinear functional re-
lationships that may be more difficult to interpret.

While a majority of the models tend to agree that
rainfall in the TWP decreases with decreasing �, con-
sistent with TRMM observations, the slopes vary
widely between them. Furthermore, the strength of the
correlation between rainfall and � varies from less than
0.2 to almost 0.7 between models. The most significant
outlier from the group is the INM CM3, which actually
predicts precipitation in the TWP region increases
slightly during El Niño. It should be noted that all of the
datasets exhibit a significant amount of scatter about
the best-fit lines. This is to be expected since the east–
west SST gradient is primarily driven by SST changes in
the TEP region, while the SST in the TWP remains
more or less constant throughout the 2-yr period. It is
nevertheless disturbing that the disagreement is so
large between models and that only two predict slopes

FIG. 9. Monthly mean ISCCP cloud fraction and that predicted by the IPCC AR4 GCMs from January 1998 through December
1999 in the (a) TWP and (b) TEP regions. Mean values over the full period are summarized in the legend.
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within 20% of that observed by TRMM, given the in-
tensity of the 1998 El Niño event.

The agreement between models and measurements is
significantly better in the TEP region. All datasets ex-
amined agree that there is a significant increase in pre-
cipitation in the TEP as the SST gradient between TWP
and TEP decreases. Furthermore, more than half of the
models predict slopes within about 15% of the ob-
served �0.9 mm h�1 K�1. Observed and predicted cor-
relations are in excellent agreement ranging from
�0.86 to �0.94 without exception. There is also evi-
dence that the prescribed linear relationship between �
and rainfall fits the data very well in the TEP with mean
rms differences on the order of half those for similar fits

in the TWP. There is also a consensus regarding the
trends of cloud radiative impacts in the TEP region.
Both GCM output and TRMM observations predict
that N decreases substantially during El Niño with val-
ues nearing unity corresponding to a near cancellation
of LW and SW impacts on TOA radiation. Similarly, all
datasets support the fact that cloud impacts on G in-
crease during El Niño but the amplitude of this trend
varies by nearly a factor of 3 between models, as shown
in Table 6. Furthermore, while there is agreement that
cloud impacts on � in the TEP do not depend strongly
on �, the mean value varies by a factor of 2 between
models. Comparison with Fig. 9 provides more specific
insight into the sources of these differences. The

FIG. 10. Observed and modeled influence of the east–west tropical SST gradients on (a) rainfall, (b) N, (c) cloud impact on G, and
(d) cloud impact on � in the TEP. The independent variable, defined as the difference in monthly mean SSTs between the TWP and
TEP regions, is a proxy for ENSO phase. TRMM observations are identified by filled black squares, while model output is represented
by filled circles with colors given in the legend. Also shown are linear fits to the data for selected parameters.
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CCSM3, for example, demonstrates the best agreement
with TRMM-derived cloud impact on G but overesti-
mates cloud impacts on �, and especially N under typi-
cal SST gradients. Since total cloud amount agrees rea-
sonably well with observations, this suggests that
CCSM3 overpredicts the number of low-topped clouds
and cloud albedo. Conversely, the INM CM3 overesti-
mates cloud impacts on G and underestimates N except
during El Niño, while overestimating total cloud
amount relative to ISCCP. This indicates that the
model underestimates the reduction of high clouds as-
sociated with colder SSTs in normal and La Niña peri-
ods.

The TWP region provides strong indications of the
challenges of correctly representing cloud radiative im-
pacts in GCMs. In most cases models predict that cloud
impacts on G decrease during El Niño, but the overall

magnitude varies by a factor of 2 between models. Simi-
lar variability is observed in N and �cld, and most mod-
els seem to systematically overestimate both param-
eters. These results are consistent with the findings of
Groisman et al. (2000), Kleeman et al. (2001), Allen et
al. (2002), and, most recently, Weare (2004) that all
point to deficiencies in the representation of clouds in
GCMs from a wide range of different perspectives.
Weare, for example, notes that models tend to under-
estimate cloud overlap with respect to satellite and
ground-based observations, an error that is consistent
with overestimating cloud radiative effects. Further-
more, the overestimation of cloud impacts on G by
models such as the IPSL CM4 is consistent with the
deviations from observed LW cooling in the TWP, in
Fig. 5, that occurs during both El Niño and La Niña
conditions. It should be noted that differences in the

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10, but for the TWP region.
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magnitude of Gcld and �cld have important implications
for the magnitude of cloud–radiation feedbacks. An in-
crease in high clouds consistent with a large value of
Gcld can be expected to exert a stabilizing influence on
the environment by introducing heating in the upper
troposphere. Similarly, to first order, large cloud im-
pacts on � have a cooling influence on the SST by re-
ducing the amount of solar radiation that reaches the
surface. Uncertainties in the way models represent
cloud radiative impacts and, in particular, their sensi-
tivity to ENSO translate into large differences in their
estimates of the magnitude of cloud radiative feed-
backs. The large intermodel variability in the TWP re-
gion may, therefore, be indicative of substantial differ-
ences in the strength of cloud-radiative feedbacks
among GCMs that are likely not limited to the ENSO
cycle analyzed here but to other climate change sce-
narios as well.

As noted in sections 3 and 4, the observed differences
in net heating in the east and west Pacific between El
Niño and La Niña conditions suggest a fundamental
change in atmospheric heat transport that implies a cor-
responding shift in the large-scale circulation pattern
across the Pacific. This implies that large-scale vertical
motion in the region must also exhibit a response to the
1998 El Niño event. In light of the studies of Fu et al.

(1990), Lau et al. (1997), and Bony et al. (1997) that
suggest that cloud radiative impacts are strongly con-
nected to large-scale circulation patterns, the behavior
of modeled vertical motion fields warrants some discus-
sion even though direct satellite observations do not
exist for comparison. Figure 12 presents the response of
500-mb vertical motion in the TEP and TWP regions to
the east–west SST gradient, �. Again, four models that
span the range of behavior of the ensemble are isolated
for clarity. As with previous variables the agreement
between models is much better in the TEP region
where the strength of the SST forcing on local dynamics
is strongest. Subsidence is generally reduced in periods
of reduced east–west SST gradient, and the slopes of
the trends are qualitatively similar. In the TWP, there is
a general trend toward deeper large-scale ascent as �
increases, but the models disagree widely as to the
strength of this trend. The INM CM3, for example,
indicates that �500 exhibits only a very weak sensitivity,
while the CNRM model indicates a strong coupling be-
tween vertical motion and east–west SST gradient suf-
ficient to actually reverse the sign of large-scale vertical
motion during the intense 1998 El Niño.

Thus a consistent picture emerges in which many of
the IPCC AR4 GCMs underrepresent the sensitivities
of clouds, precipitation, atmospheric heating, and the

TABLE 6. Linear fit coefficients for the relationships between surface rainfall (mm h�1) and cloud impact on greenhouse parameter
(dimensionless) and � � SSTTWP � SSTTEP (K) including those presented in Figs. 10 and 11. The first two columns, a and b, provide
the y intercept and slope, respectively. The third provides the correlation r between parameters and the last presents the rms difference
between fit and data.

R vs � G vs �

Source a b r Rms a b r Rms

Tropical west Pacific
TRMM 4.3 0.59 0.58 1.9 0.23 0.03 0.67 0.07
CNRM 6.2 0.74 0.52 2.0 0.29 0.06 0.68 0.10
ECHAM5 5.9 1.04 0.68 2.2 0.28 0.06 0.73 0.11
INM CM3 6.8 �0.11 �0.15 1.4 0.37 0.02 0.27 0.12
IPSL CM4 6.1 0.46 0.58 1.3 0.47 0.05 0.59 0.13
MIROC-h 6.1 0.08 0.19 0.9 0.32 0.02 0.46 0.06
MIROC-m 5.3 0.61 0.63 1.4 0.30 0.05 0.69 0.09
CCSM3 6.8 0.25 0.32 1.4 0.43 0.04 0.46 0.15
UKMO 4.7 0.47 0.52 1.5 0.17 0.04 0.73 0.07
CGCM2 5.5 0.48 0.54 1.4 0.27 0.03 0.44 0.10

Tropical east Pacific
TRMM 6.9 �0.90 �0.87 1.18 0.26 �0.02 �0.83 0.04
CNRM 6.9 �0.90 �0.89 0.73 0.27 �0.03 �0.45 0.08
ECHAM5 6.8 �1.18 �0.88 1.23 0.28 �0.04 �0.77 0.07
INM CM3 7.1 �1.02 �0.92 0.78 0.39 �0.06 �0.79 0.08
IPSL CM4 5.2 �0.64 �0.86 0.73 0.23 �0.04 �0.84 0.04
MIROC-h 6.3 �0.69 �0.93 0.52 0.32 �0.04 �0.93 0.03
MIROC-m 6.1 �0.73 �0.88 0.71 0.34 �0.05 �0.89 0.04
CCSM3 6.0 �1.03 �0.95 0.65 0.30 �0.05 �0.82 0.06
UKMO 7.0 �0.96 �0.86 1.05 0.18 �0.02 �0.64 0.05
CGCM2 5.1 �0.70 �0.94 0.47 0.20 �0.03 �0.93 0.03
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strength of the zonal Walker circulation to El Niño,
especially in the TWP. In short, while the local atmo-
spheric response to warmer SSTs is generally captured
(as in the TEP), models fail to represent teleconnec-
tions to neighboring regions (such as the TWP) that are
observed to be connected through large-scale dynam-
ics. This misrepresentation of the atmospheric response
to a systematic change in the underlying forcing has
serious implications for longer-term climate change,
particularly given the importance of the TWP region in
the global energy and water cycles.

6. Conclusions

With the growing need to simulate future climate
conditions and the relatively short climate record sup-
plied by satellite observations, climate models provide
an invaluable tool for studying the potential impacts of
human activities on the environment. As one seeks to
resolve smaller signals, such as those associated with
short-term climate change, regional processes become
increasingly important, requiring a rigorous evaluation
of simulated changes in local energy and water cycles,
particularly since model output is being leveraged to
continuously increasing degrees in developing global
environmental policy. This study makes use of visible,
infrared, and microwave radiance measurements from
the sensors aboard TRMM to evaluate the sensitivity of
atmospheric heating and the factors that modify it to
changes in east–west SST gradients associated with
ENSO in the IPCC AR4 GCMs.

Nearly all of the models examined yield annual-mean
atmospheric energy budgets across the equatorial Pa-
cific that agree with satellite-based estimates to within

observational error bounds. Analysis of smaller spatial
scales and shorter time periods, however, reveals defi-
ciencies in their representation of the response of at-
mospheric heating to the 1998 El Niño event. While the
models predict very similar trends in water vapor, pre-
cipitation, and large-scale vertical motion in the east
Pacific where the changes in local SST are large, a ma-
jority of models fail to capture the observed atmo-
spheric cooling and large-scale subsidence in the west
Pacific during the 1998 El Niño, primarily due to a
significant overestimation of the amount of latent heat
released in precipitation. Since changes in SST are com-
paratively small in this region, responses of atmo-
spheric properties to ENSO must be driven primarily
by changes in the large-scale circulation pattern across
the equatorial Pacific associated with differences in
east–west SST gradients. The findings suggest that this
less direct relationship to local SST poses a challenge to
climate models, leading to an overall lack of consensus
among the nine GCMs examined.

Many models also misrepresent the radiative impacts
of clouds in both regions, implying errors in total
cloudiness, cloud thickness, and the relative frequency
of occurrence of high and low clouds. As a result, cloud
impacts on LW radiative heating and planetary albedo
are overestimated in many of the models examined.
Given intermodel differences in cloud amount that ex-
ceed 30%, significant variability in the predicted ampli-
tudes of the responses of both LW and SW cloud im-
pacts to ENSO, and the apparent systematic biases
between modeled and measured cloud impacts, it is
reasonable to conclude that the representation of
clouds in GCMs remains a large source of uncertainty
in the IPCC AR4 GCMs, limiting their predictive skill

FIG. 12. Modeled relationships between 500-mb pressure tendency and � in (a) the TWP and (b) the TEP.
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when simulating the impacts of SST changes on re-
gional atmospheric energy and water cycles. In light of
studies such as that of Lee et al. (2001), who find that
the propagation speed of intraseasonal oscillations in
GCMs is a strong function of the ratio of radiative to
latent heating governed by the autoconversion time
scale between clouds to precipitation, and those of
Slingo and Slingo (1988, 1991), who demonstrate the
importance of cloud–radiation interactions in defining
the strength of the meridional and zonal circulations,
these errors have important implications for simulating
processes on a wide range of space–time scales. As a
result, it is reasonable to expect that the IPCC AR4
GCMs also exhibit a wide range in the strengths of
cloud–radiation–precipitation feedbacks in longer-term
simulations that seek to predict the effects of increasing
CO2 concentrations on future climate.

This study highlights the importance of accurate, glo-
bal, multiparameter energy and water cycle datasets for
providing tight constraints on climate models on a va-
riety of spatial and temporal scales. While the 1998 El
Niño event provides a useful source of natural climate
variability for assessing the coupling between the en-
ergy and water cycles in climate models, it must be
emphasized that this is a single event. Both model and
observational datasets will not only exhibit signals re-
lated to the underlying SST fields, but also a significant
amount of noise that can only be reduced by compos-
iting the responses over multiple ENSO events. Im-
proved datasets spanning longer periods and integrat-
ing advanced technologies, such as those on the A-
Train constellation, will ultimately be required to more
completely evaluate the parameterized physics em-
ployed in GCMs and, ultimately, to refine these param-
eterizations for future generations of models. Such ad-
vances will be necessary in order to more accurately
represent the coupling between the energy and water
cycles in developing a complete theory of global climate
change.
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